Courts attack ’instant’ term papers
By Katherine Hamilton
Think twice before you buy a
term paper. You could become involved in legal action now being
taken against term paper
wholesalers, according to Thomas
Ziebarth, postal services attorney.
Nearly everyone has seen the
notices at one time or another. They
are posted in classrooms, in dorms,
in the Student Union, on bulletin
boards all around campus and occasionally flyers are placed in car
windshields.
"Term
papers,
custom
typed...only $3 a page," they advertise.
Since March, at least four term
paper wholesalers on the East Coast
have come under fire in the courts
and in the press. California attorneys are attempting to crack
down on two I.os Angeles firms.
The Post Office took one term
paper company to court for
violations of Title 39, U.S. Code 3005,
which concerns the use of the mails
for fraudulent materialc.
In a case this summer,
Academic Research Group, Inc. of
Rutherford, New Jersey. avoided
prosecution by agreeing to keep
detailed records of who buys its
materials and to clearly mark all
material with a warning of
prosecution should they be used for
purposes other than as research
aids,
This will make it easier for
professors to find out if an uncharacteristically polished paper
was bought, Ziebarth said in a phone
interview,
Companies such as Pacific
Research, Research Assistants and
International Term Papers, Inc.
also have been investigated for
possible violations, he remarked.
Some professors at SJSU said
they have heard of students turning
in puchased papers but don’t know
how the professors involved found
out, or what happened to the
students as a result.
They said it is fairly easy to tell
if a paper is not the student’s own
work. After a semester a professor
gets a sense about the students’
capabilities, they claimed.
Besides Ziebarth pointed out, if
a student has such easy access to the
literature, so does a professor.
microbiology
One SJSU
professor claims to have outsmarted
those trying to make a buck off of his
class. He obtained a catalog, found
an obscure study and took out
sources and abstracts. He then gives
a specific assignment to his students
to find out what is missing. He also
frequently gets new studies. He
claims since he began that pracice
he has had no problem with students
turning in secondhand term papers.
Ziebarth said the companies
advertise their products as being
safe from detection.

-The companies put in security
measures, for example," he explained. "They promised they
wouldn’t send the same paper to the
sanie school twice. Or they tell the
kids to let them know what grade
they got on the paper.
’Common sense tells you when
a student pays $3, $4 and $5 a page
that he’s not buying it for research
but for the whole thing," he continued.
Until more companies are
forced to keep detailed records of
who buys the papers, it is almost
impossible to put the finger on the
buyer, according to one New Jersey
newspaper.
The term papers have occasionally made concessions with
the Post Office by marking each
paper with "not to be copied," or
"not for duplication," according to
the newspaper.
Two New Jersey Star -Ledger
reporters posed as college students
in order to find out how easy it is to
receive the papers. According to the
Star-Ledger, "Cover sheets said the
papers were for ’research only,’ but
the office workers made no inquiries
or statements concerning their
intended use."
There is no guarantee that
students will abide by those rules, it
stated. At the same time, the
newspaper claims, these companies
supply new title sheets and cover
papers free of charge.
Canned term papers go back to
the days of fraternity files, Ziebarth
said. This time, however, someone is
trying to make money in the practice and something should be done to
stop it.
"We’re not interested in getting
the victims of temptation," he said,
"but the devil doing the tempting.
"The investigation originated in
Boston in 1972-73 when a president in
the academic community and a U.S.
attorney were lamenting the impact
of these particular enterprises on
the schools," Ziebarth related.
"There were four or five engaged in
peddling openly and blatantly. The
assistant U.S. attorney called us,
thinking the best way to stop it was
through fraud and misrepresentation.
The misrepresentation of the
third party angle was decided by
Ziebarth and U.S.attorney Fred
Kellogg.
The decision, he said, does not
aply to just term paper schemes but
to all home job schemes.
New Jersey, home base for
many of these firms, especially
. came down hard this year on the use
and existence of ghost term paper
firms. According to one New Jersey
paper, Assemblyman Daniel F.
Newman, D-Ocean, N.J., stated
"...some steps should be taken to
review this intrusion of the decency
of the academic process."

Newman, in turn, proposed a
law designed to make the existence
of those firms illegal in the state of
New Jersey.
In the Star-Ledger. Newman
concedes the "validity of his law
depends
upon
technical
interpretation...that the underlying
issue is a matter of common sense
that demands attention."
A step in the right direction was
the definition of plagarism made
clear by the courts. Ziebarth explained.
’They distinguish between using
a paper you buy from copying
something out of the encyclopedia," ,
he said.
The matter is not a simple one.
The semantics involved make or
break the case, according to a copy
of the court proceedings in
Washington, D.C. against four unnamed firms.
According to a Passaic County
newspaper, "the key word is
’knowing.’ It is permissible to sell
research which is all the companies
on the market say they are offering...leaving it to the student to
use it only as a research aid."
According to Ziebarth, a
company may try to skirt responsibility from fraudulent usage of its
material by claiming it upheld the
law by delivering what it promised.
"For example, I might say I’m

not gy.ping my customers because I
am giving them exactly what I said I
woubl," Ziebarth said. But the ones
who bought iny product might turn
around and gyp their customers."
Under the statute proposed by.
the Postal Service and the decision
in the United States of America and
United States Postal Services vs.
International Term Papers Inc., et
al case, "For the statute to apply to
a sender, where a third party is
deceived by a recipient, the sender
must contemplate a scheme which
involves the misrepresentation

Only two council members,
Kiran Majithi and Marty Schram,
had not filed a conflict-of -interest
statement with A.S. Attorney
General Bruce Santos at press time.
A look at the 16 available
statements showed that only council
members Temmy Shrnull and Pam
Wagner have no affiliations with
campus organizations other than the
A.S. Council.
The following is a list of the
affiliations 14 of the 18-member
council have with SJSU groups that
might approach A.S. for financial
support:
Mohinder Mann: Pi Sigma
Alpha fraternity; Pre-Law Club;
India Students Assocaition.
Fazelbhoy : Inter Fazel
Cultural Steering Committee.
Kevin Johnson: Varsity
Bowling Team; AS. Program
Board; S.U. Information Center;
Phi Kappa Phi.
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Dealer denies athlete’s claim
By Lisa M. Young
Car salesman Dave Parker of
Anderson-Behel Porsche Audi
denied SJSU football player Dexter
Tisby’s claim that Parker loaned
him an Audi-Fox from the Santa
Clara car lot Aug. 4.
The understanding was that
.Tisby would test drive the car and
return within 15 to 20 minutes, according to Parker.
When Tisby failed to return with
the car by the next day, Aug. 5,
Anderson-Behel Porsche Audi
reported it stolen to the Santa Clara
County Police Department.
Tisby was arrested by
University Police in front of West
Hall Oct. 13 in connection with the

Aug. 4 car theft after a parking
control officer cited the vehicle for a
parking violation.

claims, but -so many people go
through here that I can’t remember
every face."

A University Police computer
check determined that the Audi -Fox,
bearing California license plate
number 4752 Dealer 15A, had been
reported stolen two months earlier.
Tisby said he will plead innocent
to the grand theft auto and
possession of stolen property
charges Nov. 7 at 9 a.m. in
Municipal Court.
Parker disputed Tisby’s account
of the Aug. 4 occurrence.
Parker said he might have met
Tisby two or three weeks before the
car was taken from the lot, as Tisby

However, he denied Tisby’s
claim that Parker knew he did not
have any money and he was not
planning to buy a car on Aug. 4.
Parker also said he was
unaware that Tisby was planning to
take the car to I.os Angeles to pick
up some stereo equipment, and did
not show him how much trunk space
there was in the Audi -Fox, contrary
to Tisby’s statement.
"We talked about football for
awhile and he said he needed a nice
little car to run around campus,"
Parker said. "He told me he went to
a small college in Bakersfield, but
was recruited by Stanford as a
defensive back." Tisby has denied
that he identified himself in that
way.
It was customary, prior to the
Aug. 4 incident, to allow potential
car buyers to test drive cars alone
and without depositing identification, according to Parker who
has been employed at AndersonBehel Porsche Audi for five years.
"But ever since Mr. Tisby came
in here, we ask them to leave their
driver’s licenses before taking a car
out," Parker said.
Customers still test drive Anderson-Behel Porsche Audi cars
alone, however.
The Santa Clara County Police
Department which handled the
initial auto theft report, receives
"test drive conversion theft" reports
periodically, according to Sgt.
Chuck Seymour.
"They’re not uncommon,- he
said. "Normally a car dealership
will wait a few days to report a
stolen vehicle. Within five days they
can reasonably expect a test driver
to communicate with them if
something has gone wrong."
The length of time the police
department will wait to investigate

Ed Vasquez: Sigma
Nu
Fraternity; member of the Spartan
Shops Inc. Board of Driectors;
member of S.U. Board of Governors.
Jim Fetch: Sigma
Chi
Fraternity; Phi Beta Lamda.
James Delgado: Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan
MEChAI.
(
Celio Lucero: MEChA.
Paul Boneberg: Gay Students
Union; New College Student Caucus.
Marlene Ogawa : Varsity
Bowling; Washburn Hall dormitory.
Chris Ota: Oriocci Club ( the
Oriental
student
SJSU
organization).
Karen Bluth: Gamma Phi
Beta; secretary to the campus
fraternity/sorority Panhellenic
council; participant in the Sigmi Chi
Fraternity’s "little sister" program.
Rebecca Graveline: publicity
chairman for the Kappa Delta
Sorority; Ski Club; intramural

football.
Rich Howe: Rugby Club.
Gerald Hodgins: Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity.
A.S. President Maryanne Ryan
and treasurer Nancy McFadden do
not have to file conflict statements
because they are not voting members of the A.S. Council, according to
A.S. Vice-President Joe Trippi.
Trippi chairs the council
meetings and votes only to break a
tie.
with
affiliations
Trippi’s
campus organizations are:
president and chairman of the
Spartan Shops Inc. Board of
Directors; Sierra Club; Sigma Nu
Fraternity; and an active participant in a drive to raise funds for
an alternative campus newspaper,
due to make its debut early
February.
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Dexter Tisby
such a case varies with the situation,
according to Seymour.
"We don’t come out if it’s only
been 15 minutes," he said. "We give
them every reasonable opportunity
to bring the car back."
Tisby said that he’d received
parking tickets and been stopped for
running a stop sign by an officer
during the two month period which
he and the Audi-Fox without anyone
finding that the car had been
reported stolen.
"It’s possible he was stopped,"
Seymour said. "The police often stop
people and issue warnings, but they
don’t file check every car or every
person."
If convicted of grand theft auto
and possession of stolen property,
Tisby could face a penalty of 16
months to two-to-three years in
prison with a possible maximum
fine of $5,000, according to a county
district attorney.
The sentence could be
downgraded to joyriding which
would carry a minimum sentence of
six months in the county jail or a
$500 fine, Detective Sgt. William
Correll of University Police said on
Oct. 16.

SJSU athletes travel 140 miles for credits
Editor’s note:
Today’s article on alleged
academic violations is a continuation of a Spartan Daily investigation, starting in the fall of
Men’s In1977, into SJSU
tercollegiate Athletics,
By Anne Brennan
Some of the 13 Spartan athletes
who have driven 140 miles to take a
community college course taught by
an SJSU track coach are giving false
addresses which might enable them
to avoid paying the $144 tuition.
Only two of the 13 football and
track members, Hayford Roberson
and Dedy Cooper, list home towns in
Contra Costa County where Coach
Larry Livers teaches two business
management courses at I.os
Medanos Community College.
If an out-of-district student is
paying for courses at !MCC then
there is no problem. However, according to I.MCC registrar Thaer
Johnson any student caught giving a
false address would be expelled.
Although I.ivers said his

teaching reputation is what attracts
the athletes, others indicated it was
an easy way to gain needed units and
high enough grades to maintain
intercollegiate athletic eligibility.
Livers is the academic adviser
for Spartan athletes.
SJSU Athletic Director Bob
Murphy, when approached Saturday
after the SJSU football game,
refused to comment on the I.MCC
issue.
President Gail Fullerton said
after the game the matter needed no
further notice.
Michael Kirtman, a wide
receiver from San Francisco who is
also on the track team and currently
enrolled in at least one of I.ivers’
classes, admits using track star
Dedy Cooper’s Richmond address to
obtain district residency.
Thaer Johnson, the registrar
from LMCC, said Thursday he could
not give out any information
regarding a student’s address
because of the 1974 Privacy Act.
However, the registrar would
not deny a specific report that two or
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The case also establishes that
’any mailing in conne ctio n with
scheme is enough," according to
ZiAiarth.
It’s a novel approach to the
statute," Ziebarth contended.
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based on the materials which he
sends.’
T he
reality is that the appellees receive money through the
mail by means of assisting students
to make false representations to
universities," the decision continues.
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A.S. policy lets council members vote
on possible conflict-of -interest issues
By Mike Myslinski
After more than a month of
debate and discussion, A.S. Council
adopted a permanent conflict-ofinterest policy Wednesday by a
unaniomous vote.
The policy, drafted by A.S.
Attorney Bob Fulton, goes into effect
immediately and allows council
inembers to vote on financial
campus
involving
matters
organizations they belong to.
The old policy did not.
On Sept. 27 council members
voided their conflict clause because,
they concluded, it was too confining.
The new policy is based on
Education Code stipulations and
requires council members to divulge
their interests in financial items on
council agendas prior to voting.
A transaction voted on by a
council member who has not
divulged his or her interest in the
matter will be voided.
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more athletes were using the same
Pittsburg address to gain district
residency and aviod paying the $48per-unit fee.
"If we think [MCC has a
problem then !MCC will act on its
own If we feel that something has
happened then it is up to us to clean
our own house."
After his admission Saturday
night, Kirtman refused to answer
any more questions.
Cooper could not be reached for
comment.
According to official records at
1,MCC there were nine SJSU football
players who were enrolled there last
spring. Units earned there could
have helped them stay eligible for
fall football. They are:
Braziel, 22, reserve
Ben
linebacker, senior from I.os
Angeles;
Kevin Cole, 22, starting
fullback, senior from Gardens;
I,. T. Jackson, 23, starting
offensive tackle, from I.os Angeles;
J. J. Johnson, 26, former
starting running back from

Oakland;
Gus Parham, 23, starting
defensive tackle, senior from
Detroit;
Hayford Roberson, 22, starting linebacker, senior from Dublin;
Dexter Tisby, 22, former
reserve wide receiver, from Los
Angeles, who was suspended from
the team following his arrest in mid October for suspicion of car theft.
Tisby, who neither denied or confirmed he used a Contra Costa
County address, refused to comment
to the Daily about anything dealing
with 1,MCC;
Tucker,22, starting
James
tailback, junior from I.os Angeles;
Stanley Webster, 20, starting
flanker, junior from Pomona, who
withdrew from the course.
According to Friday’s edition of
the San Jose Mercury, at least six
and possibly seven of the nine
passed and received credit for the
course last spring.
In addition to the 10 SJSU
football players, including Kirtrnan,
there are also three, possibly six,

members of the Spartan track team
who are or have enrolled at LMCC.
The confirmed students are:
Dedy Cooper, 21, high and
intermediate hurdles, junior from
Richmond;
Gary Ellis, 22, 100 and 200
meter run, senior from I,os Angeles;
Ron Whitaker, 23, 100 and 400
meter run, senior from San Francisco.
Livers is currently teaching
Fundamentals of Supervision on
Thursday
and
Conference
leadership
and
Interview
Technique on Tuesday at ’,MCC.
Livers could not be contacted by
the Daily for comment. However, he
told the Mercury that a Thursday
meeting was called by SJSU Athletic
Director Bob Murphy, who knew
nothing of the athletes taking his
course until that day.
Murphy apparently told I,ivers
not to allow any more SJSU athletes
to take his course.
"He didn’t think it was such a
great idea," Livers quoted Murphy
(Continued on back page)
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The other candidates

Seals for governor?
By Cherie Beers
While the top major candidates
for Governor debate what’s what in
busing, gun control, crime and
energy, one small voice is asking
why.
Marilyn Seals, the Peace and
Freedom Party’s candidate for
California’s top office has been
virtually ignored by Governor Jerry
Brown and his top opposition Evelle
Cherie. Beers is a
Saari.", Daily PthrOf

Younger and in a television debate
aired Thursday evening was scorned
by the top vote getter among nonmajor party candidates, Libertarian
Ed Clark, as an unworthy adversary.
Her stand is simple let’s look
at what ails California and why, then
let’s look fora cure.
Like most candidates she has a
priority list: employment for all, a
clean and safe environment, some
sort of health program, education
and equally important, the element
that differentiates her from her
fellow candidates, the development
of a program for the aesthetic
development of our society.
Her premise is that our society
doesn’t provide to its people the
basic human need to live in harmony
with natural art, doesn’t encourage

endeavors to beautify the environment and offers disdain to
those, like city historian Lewis
Mumford, who believes the sole
purpose of our city’s is to provide a
canvas for "the illumination of
consciousness, the stamp of purpose, the color of love."
Her idea is so basic that it has
been lost by the others in a torturous
maze of lies and political chicanery,
people who live and work in ugly
environments do ugly things to each
other.
Providing a satisfying working
and living environment, complete
with an appreciation of art and
music of all forms is not of a
secondary importance in our
society. Rather it is of equal imemployment,
with
portance
schooling and other necessary
elements.
Our schools are turning out
robots who respond with quaint ohhs
and otitis to the television set, which
promotes violence that is a reflection of the violence in our streets.
The state’s working force is unhappy
in their unfulfilling jobs and women
are trapped in cloned subdivisions.
The government is reacting to
the violence that makes capital
punishment and gun control issues.
The ugly segregation that makes a
decision on busing imperative and
the energy corporations that make
an energy policy a must are symp-

Prop. 6 un-Christian

toms of a sick society. And, right
now our government is merely
responding to its ills, not stepping
back and looking for a cause.
Marilyn Seals doesn’t have all
the answers. Many of her solutions
are vague and unattainable for the
present, but it is time that we looked
seriously at her ideas.
It is imperative for the well
being of future Californians that we
have an environment which encourages the creative use of the
work force as more and more industries are choosing to relocate out
of the state.
Perhaps of even more importance is the creation of a tolerant
society that encourages innovation.
California needs a creative forum so
that its scientists can work toward
developing alternative energy
sources that will not only curtail the
use of deadly nuclear power, but will
create jobs to stimulate the
economy.
Not many voters will choose to
throw away their votes on a sure
loser, but it’s time that Californians
look past the dazzle of its leading
candidates’ rhetoric to what other
Californians are thinking and
saying, before we all become losers

letters
Rape victim speaks out

To my Christian suit& rs and brothers:
For years I haw- been !twin!, to understand you and be one of you. I
wanted so much to worship with you, praise God with you and have
fellowship with you, people who claimed to love Jesus and want to follow his
teachings.
I was even celibate for four years trying not to break what you told me
was God’s law condemning homosexuality. You still did not accept me.
God did give laws. He gave them directly to Moses, written with "his
own fingers" on Mount Sinai. They are called the Ten Commandments.
I Exodus 20:1-17 ). Read them carefully for they do not condemn
homosexuality or homosexual acts.
They do prohibit adultery and coveting your neighbor’s wife (even a
"born-again" Christian president has admitted to breaking one of those).
Jesus spent his whole ministry teaching people how to enter the kingdom
of heaven. When asked how to enter he said: "If you would enter life, keep
the commandments." Which ones? "You shall riot kill, You shall not commit
adultery, You shall not steal, You shall not bear false witness, Honor your
father and mother and You shall love your neighbor as yourself," Matthew
19:17-19). Those are half of the Ten Commandments plus the summing up of
the law about how to treat others.
In two places he clearly states that part of the law of Moses is not the
same as the law of God. First, when he says that the law on divorce in
Deuteronomy was not God’s idea but was given by Moses "because of the
hardness of your heart." Matt. 19:3-13;5:31-32 and Deut. 24:1-4 I.
Matthew Savoca is a SJSU

graduate in linguistics

In another place, Matthew 5:38-48, Jesus says: "You have heard that it
was said ’an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,’ but I say to you, do not
resist one who is evil. But if anyone strikes you on the right cheek, turn to
him the other also." Confer: Leviticus 24:16-22). That was the law of Moses
and Jesus disagreed with it.
Jesus himself was condemned by the law of Moses. When Jesus told the
truth, when he admitted to being what he was, he was condemned to death by
the religious leaders who quoted Leviticus I Lev. 24:16) saying he deserved
to die t Matt. 26:63.68).
That is what you have been doing to us for centuries.
Jesus never condemned homosexuality. He said to follow the Ten
Commandments and ’ Love your God with all your heart, and with all your
mind. This is the first andgreatestconunandment. And a second is like it. You
shall love your neighbor as yourself. On these two commandments hang all
the law and the prophets." Matthew 22: t"40),
No doubt you will quote the Sodom and Gomorrah story (Genesis 18:1633 and Genesis 19:1.28). Read it carefully. God never said what their sins
were. The only thing we know is that they wanted to rape the two angels.
Rape is an evil violation of the body and person of another individual
without his/her consent. It is much diffei ent than homosexual or
heterosexual intercourse between consenting adults. The people of Sodom
were rapists and were condemned for that.
Why do you continue to persecute us? Why do you want to continue to
force us to break God’s law by having to lie about what we are. With
Proposition 6 iThe "Briggs" Initiative) you want to force my sisters and
brothers to live in constant fear of being found out and then dismissed from
their jobs.
In the past and even now you have beaten us, spit on us and in many
instances brutally killed us (e.g.. burning lesbians whom you accused of
witchcraft and the thousands of "queers" who have been and continue to be
murdered and nothing done about it because they were "perverts" anyway).
We are not the cause of the breakdown of the family. The cause is your
own fear, hatred and television worshipping and that’s what it is when you
sit in front of it and give it all your attention; it’s idolotry ! 1.
We will always be about 10 percent of the population. No one can be
turned into a homosexual by another person. You either are gay or you are
not.
God the Father and Jesus do not condemn our homosexuality, only
Moses, Paul (Saul of Tarsus a unmarried Pharisee) and you do.
I want you to know that even though you do condemn us, persecute us
and cause great suffering and sorrow among us, your gay sisters and
brothers, I forgive you and hope that you are blessed with love, joy, peace
and understanding. We are asking you to allow us to be what we are and not
have to live a lie pretending to be what we are not heterosexual.
Allow us the right to live our lives in freedom. Stop hating and fearing us
for we are your sisters, brothers, sons, daughters, aunts, uncles, cousins,
friends, neighbors and yes, even mothers, fathers and teachers.
Will you continue to quote the law of Moses and condemn us as the
Pharisees and religious leaders quoted it and condemned Jesus, or will you
finally, after so many centuries, treat us as you yourselves want to be
treated?
Help us to defeat the fear, hatred and bigotry of the "Briggs" Initiative.
Talk to your relatives, friends and neighbors. Let them know that it is an
attack on everyone’s freedom.
In countries like Holland, Denmark, Sweden and Norway, where
homosexuals are protected from discrimination by law and have been for
many years), there has been no increase in homosexualty.
There are countries where there are strict laws against homosexuality.
Among them are Soviet Russia and Communist China. Do you want the U.S.
go be like them?
Protect your freedom. Vote NO on Proposition 6.
Matthew E. Savoca
Linguistics Graduate

Editor:
As the "former student who
saved herself from attack by using
psychological self defense" referred
to in your article "Kung Fu Pro
Shows Three Rape Defenses" (Oct.
30, 1978), I feel the need to write this
letter to correct an error in that
story.
First, let me express that the
class offered by Mr. Kangas in self
defense is an excellent class and Mr.
Kangas himself is an excellent
teacher. I have urged both men and
women to participate. Women
especially need to have some sense
of their bodies and physical ability to
defend themselves. The first two
types of self defense mentioned,
namely, avoidance and psychology,
are the best first steps to take.
The facts of my case as related
in the story by Mr. Kangas are
basically correct. I took all the
precautions I could and when I found
myself trapped in my car with a
knife at my throat there was no
physical defense possible; all I could
do was resort to my psychology.
However, the ending to my story
was not as it was related in the article; the psychological defense did
not save me from being raped, it
kept me from getting killed. This is
the plea I made to the class when I
related my story and was disappointed to see that the thrust of my
plea was missed.

Women: your life is the most
important thing you can protect in
any attack. I am now having to live
with the aftermath of rape, but I am
alive to do so. What I learned in the
class did help me defend myself.
[Ram to do so. However, please
remember, all the defenses in the
world cannot always save you from
the surprise intruder coming out of
the dark. Be aware!
I would also like to add that my
rapist was caught and brought to
trial. He is now in prison for the next
12 years. Thanks to the help of the
special Sexual Assault Investigative
Unit of San Jose Police Department
and the sensitivity of the investigators involved, I was able to
take the case to court with support
and understanding. There is
progress being made.
I am sorry I must ask that my
name be withheld. I do so for personal reasons. I am willing to speak
to and help other women in my
position and have spoken on the
subject of rape. I never want
another woman to have to go
through the terror I did 10 months
ago and will continue to do whatever
I can to speak out, to inform and to
correct. I hope all of you out there
will help me by doing the same.
Name withheld
Speech Communications
Graduate Student

Everyone vote
Editor:
To vote or not to vote. there is
no question! For the past year.
Californians have listened to the
battle crys of the various warring
political camps. We have struggled
with the intricate questions
presented by Propositions 5, 6 and 7.
The time for decision is now!
What is a vote? It is a statement
which demands the satisfaction of
being heard and answered. By
voting, we are asking for what is due
us. We can by voting in large
numbers obtain results!
lam not saying who or what you
must vote for. I am simply asking
you to vote. I do not think that I am
asking too much of you.
Michael Stahl
Journalism Junior

Birth rate decline
Editor:
The statements made in the
Forum of Oct. 31 by Professor
Muirhead and Steve Engebretsen
cannot go unchallenged.
It is very true that a close
connection exists between the
availability of food and population
growth, but that relationship is not
the one suggested by Muirhead and
Engebretsen.
The fact is that population rates
decline if and when there is a suf-

TI-1E FBI AlVJAYS GETS ITS MAN

ficient supply of food available to
guarantee that children will survive
into adulthood.
In our own country, the birth
rate declined as our standard of
living rose, not before.
We cannot continue to justify
our own wasteful habits and
economic leverage by blaming the
victims of our greed. Suggesting
that "they" don’t want to take the
first step is a cheap way of avoiding
our own involvement in structures
and customs which contribute to
human disaster.
Professor Muirhead, in particular, seems to use "scientific"
reasoning to express an attitude of
contempt for the abilities of human
beings to change their present
patterns.
We can make a difference, but
not if we wait for "them" to take the
first step.
Rev. D. Andrew Mlle
Bread for the World

Short leash
Editor:
Mike Dutton, the Howard Jarvis
of mandatory student fees to the
Associated Students of SJSU, is
naive if he thinks the administration
will allow students any say in
determining A.S. budget priorities.
The A.S. is a company union, a
running dog on a short leash to the
tower.
Eric Hiller
Accounting Senior

It can be solved
Editor:
The idea that hunger in this
world is a problem that can’t be
solved is the single most damaging
notion between man and the solution
to the problem.
If everyone looked in their own
experience of problems that seemed
to have no solution but were eventually solved, they would find that
the solution came only when the
problem was attacked.
Hunger then is a problem v hich
"we" have held as having no
solution and indeed by this thinking
the problem will persist.
By realizing that startvation is a
problem that can be solved bring
"us" that much closer to its solution.
Ralph Lundberg
Zoology Senior

Letter policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes
letters from readers expressing
individual viewpoints.
Letters should be typed, triple-spaced and must include the
writer’s major, class standing,
address, telephone number and
signature.
Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style
or libel.
Letters should be submitted
at The Daily Office (JC 200)
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
weekdays, or by mail to the
Forum Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University,
125 S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA
95112.
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Argentinean opera star here

Students get audition
By Anne Houghteling
The "queen of the
arts," opera, showed she’s
not a stodgy dowager last
weekend when SJSU voice
students got a chance to
practice the art before one
of the stars the opera
world.

have to have all the skills.
You must be better at
acting than actors because
a 45-year-old soprano often
must play a very young
Ophelia."
Opera

singers,

he

continued, must be better
musicians than those in
the orchestra.
"Singers don’t have the
music ’score in front of
them as those in the orchestra do," he pointed out.

And, he admonished
student working eventually
to join opera companies,
-Don’t have singing as a
hobby or you’re wasting
your time.
-Be persistent. It took

Beverly Sills nine auditions
before she was in the (’ity
Opera."
Before
rehearsing
scenes with students,
Capobianco warned he was
a strict teacher and

Not content with giving
direction.
vocal
Capobianco gave his own
interpretation of the lovesick lady by clasping his
hands to his heart, nearly
swooning against the stage
door and finall). running
breathlessly to center
stage.

Some of the scenes will
be incuded in a student
presentation Dec. 1 and 2 at
Independence High School
in San Jose.
The Argentinean-born
Capobianco, 47, has staged
operas throughout the
world.
He
was instrumental in setting up the
repertory of the New York
City Opera, the company
where Beverly Sills first
gained fame.

"You (opera singers)

"Rediscover

by B"’" StOw-,’-,

Tito Capobianco, general director of the San Diego Opera, energetically leads voice students through a
run-through of selected scenes from opera. Some of the scenes will be included in a student presentation in December.

*arts8/
entertainment
Theater program offers
workshops, films, talks
Dr. Mark Hall Amitin
will present "Visions For a
Changing Theatre" today
through Saturday at SJSU.
The
week-long
-program will involve
Workshops, films, and free
lectures/discussions.

But along with a
demanding
director,
students got a glimpse of a
riveting actor.
"She’s sensuous, a
woman who’s experienced
everything," Capobrianco
prompted Judith Steinberg
as she enacted the female
lead in the opera ’La
Favorita."

Tito
Capobianco,
general director of the San
Diego Opera, led students
in the Music Department
through a lively runthrough of opera scenes
Saturday in the Concert
Hall.

"Opera is the queen of
the arts," the personable
maestro told the group of
about 20 students.

exacting in his opinion.s on
how scenes should be
staged.

Amitin is advisor on a
new children’s program
entitled "Amazing True
Things," and a new series
. on Experimental Theatre.
Both are for W.N.E.T.
Television (PBS system).
Films will give

overviews on the contributions of theatre groups
and directors from the last
decade
to
today.
Workshops will explore
of
techniques
biomechanics, sound and
movement, and style and
characterization.
The week-long experience costs $3.50 for
students, $6 general. Oneday sessions are $1 for
students, $2 general.
Call the Business
Office at 277-2807 for
registration and in formation.

Peter Gabriel 9 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 16 in the Men’s
Gym. Students $6.50 advanced and $7.50 the day of the
show, general $7.50 and $8.50 the day of the show. Tickets
available at BASS, AS. Business Office, San Jose Box
Office and Galactic Zoo Records.
"Turning Point," starring Anne Bancroft and Shirley
McLain, 7 and 10 p.m. Wednesday at Morris Dailey
Auditorium. $1.
Dr. Wilson Brian Key, author of "Media Sexploitation," 8 p.m. Wednesday at the Student Union
Ballroom. $2 in advance at the A.S. Business Office, $3 at
the door.
Jack Burnham, artist, author and lecturer will
duscuss Hans Haacke’s art 12:30 p.m. tomorrow at the
Studetn Union Art Gallery.
LOCAL
Kuumbwa Jazz Center, Santa Cruz: Cedar Walton
Quarter, 9 p.m. tonight. $5. Larry CScala, 8 p.m.
tomorrow. $3. 427-2227.
"Give ’em Hell Harry!" starring Kevin McCarthy 8
p.m. tonight at San Jose Center for Performing Arts.
Tickets at San Jose Box Office (246-1160), Macy’s, BASS,
all major outlets.
Camera One: "The Turning Point," and "The Way
We Were" tonight through Wednesday. "Who’ll Stop The
Rain," "Treasure of Sierra Madre," Thursday night. $2
students, $2.50 non-students. Call the therter for times.
294-3800.

Mickey
Mouse’s
birthday
celebrated
An exhibit of Mickey
Mouse memorabilia is on
display today through Nov.
17 at San Jose City
College’s Art Gallery.
The exhibit is part of a
national celebration for
Mickey Mouse’s 50th
birthday. The first showing
of a Mickey Mouse cartoon.
"Steamboat Willie," on
Nov. 18, 1928, was at the
in
Colony Theatre
Manhattan.

The exhibit includes
advertising
and
promotional items, stuffed
Mickey Mouse dolls, toys,
"The Lion in Winter," University of Santa Clara watches, sheet music,
Department of ’Theatre Arts: by Louis B. Mayer Theatre. books, original animation
8 p.m. tomorrow through Saturday. Call Mayer Theatre drawings, posters, furniture and games.
Box Office for prices and times.

New York Now, women’s drawings, prints, collages
and photos. At Woodworks Inc. Continuing through Nov.
17. 998-4310.
Eulipia Crepe Cafe: Big Band music tonight, Niel
Adler tomorrow night. Call the cafe for prices and times.
293-8818.

John Stewart, former Kingston Trio member, and
Josh White Wedesday night at Boarding House, 960 Bush
Street, San Freancisco. Call 441-4333 for prices and times.
Lecture on the Dresden Armory, by Ted Carter, 10
a .rii. Saturday at the Asian Art Museum in San Francisco.
For additional information call 387-5922.

Truman show
plays downtown
"Give ’em Hell
Harry!" the award winning play about the indomitable Harry S.
Truman, comes to San Jose
tonight.
Featuring Kevin
McCarthy as the feisty
president, the national
touring company’s show
will play one day only at
San Jose Center for the
Performing Arts.
The one-man show
highlights conversations
and perceptions of Truman
during his presidential
years and reflections on his
life before the White House.

Angelo’s
Bakery
Italian American
pastries
bread
sandwiches
78 E. Santa (tar.’

STATE FARM
INSURANCE
Gary E. Sanchez
’Nat"
I ire

dr
flealt I,

toot S. Winchester
Suite B
Bus: 374-1380
Res: 251-8988

IV% Of

Student
art
exhibit

Serving the
UolvensIty Community
Since 1934
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California. Member of
California Newspaper Publishers Association and the Associated Press. Publsihed daily by
San Jose State University, except Saturday and Sunday, during the college year. The opinions expressed in the paper are
not necessarily those of the
Associated Students, the University Administration or the Department of Journalism and Advertising. Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder of
semester basis. Full academic
year, $9. Each semester, $4.50.
Off-campus price per copy, 10
cents. Phone 277-3181. Advertising 777-3171. Printed by Meredith Newspapers.

Tickets are available at Galactic Zoo Records,
the AS. Business Office, San Jose Box Office and all
BASS outlets.

Tickets for "Give ’em
Hell Harry!" are available
at San Jose Box Office 2461160), Macy’s, BASS, and
all major outlets.

BREAKFAST $1.( ill
COMPLETE LUNCH OR
DINNER $2.o()

270-9009

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL $1.25
I:.)

BL DC: ET COMMITTEE
2 Positions Open
N4 ill consider all budget requests from
student organizi ii i (( ns and so ill submit
a proposed budget and total anticipated income for ensuing fiscal year
to Student Council.

DEADLINE, Monday.
%o ember 6
.tssocialed Students Office
3rd FillOr Sitidemil t nion
277-3201

The Harrier

Classifieds
have something
for everyone!

For group ticket information rail 377-8666.
111.41.

"Young Americans
students have to become
aware of other cultures.
They have to absorb
European culture. Opera is
an imported art in
America."
Capobianco was at
SJSU at the invitation of
Professor Irene Dabs, a
friend and former coworker.

Quad, eale

Spartan Daily

Tickets for the show are: students $6.50 advance, $7.50 the day of the show; general $7.50
advance, $8.50 the day of the show.

n15-41:19

The gallery is open
Monday through Friday,
12-4 p.m., and Wednesday
and Thursday evenings,
6:30-9:30.

NOT-SO-LOCAL
"Dusk," a play of urban life in Greenwich Village,
Wednesday night at the Berkeley Stage Company, Ill
Addison Street in Berkeley. Call (415) 548 for times adn
prices.

Peter Gabriel, former singer/songwriter with
the rock group Genesis, will perform in the men’s
gym Thursday, Nov. 16 at 9 p.m.
The show, presented by A.S. Program Board in
association with Collage magazine and KOME
radio, will be the artist’s first appearance this fall in
the Bay Area.
A second act is to be announced later.
Gabriel left Genesis in 1977 following the
release of the group’s album, "Lamb Lies Down on
Broadway."
Later that same year, he released his first solo
album, "Peter Gabriel I" and began touring as a
solo artist.
His second solo album on Atlantic Records,
"Peter Gabriel II," was released last spring.

In a break between
scenes, Capobianco briefly
shared his views of
American students of
opera
American students, he
said, sotnetinies suffer
under a cultural handicap
when pursuing a career in
opera.

each

Watercolor
and
sculptured paintings by art
graduate student Stephen
Maye,
along
with
collographs by art
graduate student Joanne
Ogee will be on display
today through Friday in the
Art Department Gallery II.
The gallery is open
daily from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The exhibits are
master of arts shows for
the students.

Gabriel set
for concert

muscle in the body,"
Capobianco
instructed
student Michael Judd as
Judd sang an ana of
revenge front
-The
Marriage of Fiagaro."
The maestro was able
to practice what he
preached, providing the
picture
of
gloating
satisfaction with contorted
face and eyebrows arching
toward the ceiling.
Students Ron Gerard,
Kathy Nitz, Ron Ealy,.
Warren Brown and Ken
Hennaford got similarly
graphic’ pointers from
Capobianco as they
presented scenes from
"Cosi Fan Tutte." "The
Medium" and "La
Boheme."

............... 411.
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THE
MARINES
ARE LOOKING
FORA FEW
COOD MEN TO
FLY IT.

IP

If you rev college now an I want to tly we can get you
If the ground Our PLC Ai, 0,
ire guarantee’s I,qht
school after basic training
,
-wanly we can put y,
in the aii before c;,1..q.,
, ri with tree civilian I

MON.-THURS., NOV. 6-9
OUTSIDE THE BOOKSTORE
FROM 9AM TO 3 PM
OR CALL COLLECT 408-275-7445
1654 The Alameda, Suite 2C
San Jose, CA 95126

......

.....

10th ANNUAL ALL -CAMPUS
TABLE SOCCER TOURNAMENT
7pm in the Games Area
Monday, November 6
Open Division (male or female) - 2 players per team
Round Robin or Double Elimination in
best 2 of 3 game matches
Entry Fee - $3.00 per person
Information & Signups at Desk

Student Union Games Area

to students

277-3226

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

College Students - Come with us to Seville, Spain . Earn two years credit in the Spanish language in
one semester - studying Spanish only. Cost about the same as attending your college in the U S
48 students born various US and Canadian colleges returned born
Seville on June 1st They have earned two full years of ma’: in the
Spanish language in one semester, and have had the most interesting
and educational experience of their lives They have learned much more
about Spain and the Spanish language than could be learned in a
conventional classroom You can do the same’ Call them and have a private conversation with any of them We will supply names addresses
and phone numbers Your cost will be about the same flit ygerl cost you
to attend your college here in the U S total costs including let round
trip from Toronto. Canada. board room tuition and even text books is
St 949
FEB. 1 -MAY 31. 1979 For beginners.

is no wrIter as we know it in Sevplie P31,1, ri
T
LIVE
orange trees grow there YOH are invited to come ’,rebus you will
way retard your schedule for graduation LIVE IT, Eat drink sway read
write speak and hear Spanish for four full months Make Spanish
friends have a real life personality forming experience Your professor
will be Mr Barton Siebring. formerly professor of Spanish at Canon
College for ten years It will be a rigorous academic undertaking not for
touristsrl Designi,J for beginners Fulfills foreign language reqinre
rnents for graduation The program is fully accredited by Trinity Christian
College of Palos Heights IL
Don’t wait, its getting late!

Callus collect. and discuss it with as personally (418)942 2h41 or write to Semester in Spain. 2442E C0111P, SE Grand Papyis Mich 49506
Federal anir State nt Ii
s aid is applicattle
A cooperativ proqr,.11, between Trinity Chr,shan College a, Semester in Spain

4.
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Mon. thru Wed.

THE TURNING
POINT

Fencers slice Gators
By Mike Barnhart

by Paul Churn

SJSU Fullback 139) flies into the endzone during the first quarter Saturday night against CSU-Fullerton.
Willard scored two touchdowns against the Titans and lead the Spartans to a 30-21 victory.

The setting was different, but the result was
the same.
SJSU’s fencing team
easily defeated San
Francisco State University, 25-2, in a Northern
California Athletic Conference tournament Friday
afternoon in WG 101.
the
opened
SJSU
season at San Francisco
and won that tournament
by an identical 25-2 score.
Friday’s win improved
the Spartans’ NCAC record
to 4-0.
The women’s foil team
won 9-0 and the men’s foil
and epee units both won, 81. Sabre competition was
not held because the Gators
don’t field a squad for that
weapon.
"It worked out pretty
much as we expected,"
Michael
coach
SJSU
D’Asaro said. "They didn’t
have any experience and
we easily took advantage of
it."
In fact, D’Asaro
utilized four fencers at
each weapon instead of the
usual three.
of San
’Tecause
Francisco’s inexperience,

we substituted," D’Asaro
said. "Actually everyone
fenced three matches, but
we used the best records
for the team score."
For the record, the
women’s foil team of Hope
Konecny, Joy Ellingson,
Diane Knoblich and Sharon
Roper registered its fourth
shutout in four outings.
Greg Massialas, Mark
Decena, Carlos Uribe and
Bobby Thompson combined for the win in men’s
foil.
The winning epee
squad was comprised of
Peter Schifren, John
Myrden, Wayne Behrens
and Ron Langer,
The Spartans are
pointing to next Friday’s
league tournament against
UC-Berkeley.
"That will be one of our
matches,"
toughest
D’Asaro said, "and will be
the first real competition
our ladies will get."
The Bear women are
led by Hungarian Edit
Kolos and the men are
paced by foilist Bruce
Jurgen.
Jurgen, like Spartans
Konecny,
Ellingson,
Massialas. Myrden and

Gridders defeat Titans Wrestlers
By Chuck Hildebrand
A funny thing happened to the SJSU football
team on its way to what
loomed as an obliteration
of visiting Fullerton State
Saturday night at Spartan
Stadium.
The Spartans blistered
the Titans for 21 unanswered first-quarter points
- an -I then took a siesta
while Fullerton rebounded
to tie the game.
But thanks mostly to
the output of unsung
running back Leroy
SJSU
Alexander,
awaLened from its
to pull
slumber
momentary
out a 30-21 Pacific Coast
Association
Athletic
triumph before 9,183 fans.
The Spartans are now
2-1 in PCAA play and 4-5
overall, with visions of a
share of the league title and
a winning season looming a
bit larger.
Fullerton drops to 2-2
in the PCAA and 3-6 in all
games.
Alexander, who had
accounted for just 58 yards

in 14 carries entering
combat, thundered for 105
yards on 14 carries, including the insurance
touchdown that put the
wraps on the win.
The walk-on from San
Mateo High via College of
San Mateo chewed up 46
yards on just five scampers
during a seven-play, 82yard thrust that was
ignited
by
Rayford
Roberson’s recovery of an
Obie Graves fumble at the
SJSU 18.
Alexander, whose 18yard sweep set the Spartans up at the Fullerton
three, did the honors from
the one.
Hugh Williamson, the
freshman kicker from
Cubberley High who has
had his problems this year,
made some amends with
his 30-yard field goal on the
first play of the fourth
quarter that gave the
Spartans their ultimate
margin of victory.
His boot offset the
efforts of Graves and Mike
Martin, who were in -

strumental in lifting the
Titans from their 21 -point
dungeon.
Graves, a 5-9, 170pounder who was the
fourth-leading
NCAA ’s
ground gainer, did nothing
to hurt his statistical
position, maneuvering for
219 yards on 30 carries.
He now has 1,372 yards
on 199 excursions on the
year. an average of just
under seven yards per
attempt.
Martin contributed 99
yards on 22 carries, including touchdown runs of
three, two and three yards
that erased SJSU’s early
barrage.
The Spartans offense,
plagued by inconsistency
and mistakes throughout
the season, showed neither
of those tendencies during
its first three possessions,
all of which culminated in
scores.
Rick Parma latched
onto an Ed Luther aerial
for nine yards and six
points to put the hosts on
the board, and Rand

Willard shoved into the end
zone twice in seven
minutes as the Spartans
three their
claimed
touchdown bulge in the
first 10 minutes of action.
San Jose shuttled four
running backs in and out of
the lineup, partly because
of an arm injury to Jewerl
Thomas but also to utilize
the punishing blocking of
Willard.
Thomas managed 83
yards despite his ailment
and Willard added 43. Ace
RB Kevin Cole was used
sparingly due to a previous
leg injury but chipped in
with 39 yards on his three
assignments, as well as
providing a decisive block
on Alexander’s TD blast.
Luther passed for 165
yards withh 11 completions
in 22 tosses. Tight end
Napolean Sparks snagged
four for 75 yards and seven
teamates each nabbed one.
Frank Manumaleuna,
the Spartans’ all-America
candidate, missed the
contest due to an injuried
ankle.

Spikers lose at tourney
Bs. Keith Kropp
WESTWOOD--TraditPauley Pavilion
was the site for the 11th
annual UCLA National
Invitational Volleyball
Tournament, an event in
which 24 teams, including
the top eight teams in the
nation and SJSU, participated last weekend.
For the most part it
was a successful tournament for the Spartans.
They reached the quarterfinal round before losiny to
the eventual tourney
winner. University of
Hawaii.
Hawaii
defeated
Pepperd:ne in a thrillmg
three-game championship
match, 15-2, 11-15, 15-5.
UCLA beat Brigham
Young University for third
place.
The tournament was
divided into four six-team
pools. Pool play began
Friday and concluded
Saturday morning. Each
team played the other
members of its pool twice.
Each pool sent the two
teams with the best records
into a single-elimination
tournament which began
Saturday afternoon.
The Spartans began
like gangbusters, winning
their first six games to take
a two-game lead in the
pool.
SJSU opened play
Friday night with victories
over Washington State
University 115-9, 15-4 ) and
University of Western
Ontario 115-3, 15-61, before
ousting defending NIVT
Uniyersity of
champ
Southern California, 15-6,
15-9, Saturday morning.
The Spartans dropped
a pair of games to Pepperdine, 9-15,14-16, and
split with University of
Arizona, 15-8, 9-15.
In the second Pepperdine game, the Spartans rallied from a 14-10
deficit to toe the game at

14, only to lose the next two
points and the match.
After the 240 games of
pool competition had ended, seven of the top eight
teams in the nation, as
ranked by Volleyball
Magazine at the season’s
outset, had qualified for the
quarter-final segment of
the tourney.
other
the
SJSU,
quarter-finalist, finished 73 and runner-up to Pepperdine in its pool.
In all, SJSU played six
different teams in the
tourney. Three of those,
Pepperdine and
USC,
Hawaii, were among the
top five.
The Spartans received
stellar performances from
Sonya Satre, Rose Maason,
Sheila Silvaggio, Marina
Gomez, Linda Wyatt and
Papagellin
Angie
throughout pool play.
But in its quarter-final
match with top-ranked
Hawaii, SJSU suffered a
total team letdown and
were crushed by the
Rainbow Warriors, 15-5, 15Spartan head coach
Jane Ward was pleased her
team advanced out of its
pool, but was unhappy with
the poor effort in the

Hawaii match.
Ward indicated that
every aspect of the
Spartans’ game-passing,
blocking and hitting-fell
apart against the Rainbows.
The Spartans were
playing
without
star
middle blocker Jan
Baszak, who underwent
1 I
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THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
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S EU DENT GRIEVANCE
COMMITTEE
6 positions
Hears and seeks redress of student
gries naves
concerning
individual
members
of
the
faculty,
administration. or staff and when appropriate, makes recommendations
concerning appropriate redress to
appropriate persons, ultimately, if
necessary, to the President of the
Lniversity.

DEADLINE NOV. 6
Stude910171ct
.11,1 Door of SI10100 C0IoN
277 .1201

Associated Students Program Board
San Jose State University. Collage Magazine
KOME Present

PETER
GABRIEL
Thurs. Nov. 16

Schifren, is a U.S. Olympic
squad member.
"One of their sabre
guys is on the Italian
National team," D’Asaro
said, "they recruited him
this year.
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Spartan assistant
coaches Danny Kida and
Tihamer Toth-Fehal were
among six alumni winners.
Kida beat freshman
Eddie Baza at 126 and TothFejal bested senior Robert
McDowell at 150.

256-17711

A
Warren
Miller
Production

TUESDAY
NOV. 7th
FLINT CENTER

win

beat Oscar Trevino and
Mills defeated Brunett in
134-pound contests.
Strock, who sat out the
Blue-Gold Intrasquad meet
with an injury, won his 142pound match.

4/c’eee

CFutten Re:Anurant,

DE ANZA COLLEGE
7:30 p.m.

FEATURING
CHAMONIX, SWAMI I COLORADO
G REECE. CARIBOOS. SUGARSUSIT
FREE STYLE. SKI FLYING ETTIO1,0.
O E L ICIOUS COME OT
? WARREN STILLER NARRTION

Tickets on sale now at

Any Mountain

PRESENTED BY

IAflY MOWITAIII

CI
t7
10495 N. DE ANZA BL., CUPERTINO, CA
TICKETS: 3.50 ADVANCE. $4.00 AT DOOR

FOR INFO: 255-6162

IRAZA! Our NEWSCARTA MAGAZINE
Needs Chicano, Latino talents
Submit your art and poetry in our Statewide
magazine Deadline Nov 15. For more info
call. 295-6092 or 298-2862

CCINCZLZEI

la exprecion es nuestra cultura9

Do you
remember
why you
become an
engineer

In your mind it’s always been a
magic word: engineer.

surgery Thursday afternoon for the removal of
cartilage in her right knee.
Hawaii,
Besides
Pepperdine, UCLA and
BYU advanced to the semifinals, Hawaii pounded
BYU, 15-4, 15-6, and
Pepperdine routed the host
Bruins, 15-9, 15-3, setting up
the fianl matchup.

0.N.,
7111111111111111r

Marty Lockwood, Lee
Mills, Dennis McDowell
and Brian Strock won their
matches, leading the SJSU
wrestling team to a 22-14
triumph over the Spartan
Alumni Friday night in
Spartan Gym.
It was only the second
time the Varsity has
defeated the Alumni. Last
year’s team turned the
trick with a 35-13 decision.
Lockwood won the 118pound match against
Rafael Meza. McDowell

9.30

THE WAY
WE WERE

9 1).111.

NIett’s Gym S.1S1’
(Corner of Sun Carlos t4 4111)
SUPPAtTING ACT TO BE ANNOUNCED
I lc ketsStudents $6.50 Advance. $7.50 Door
General $7.50 Advance. $8.50 Door
Available at SJSU Business Office. BASS,
Galactic Zoo Records. San Jose Box Office
and Santa Cruz Box Office
THERE WILL BE NO SMOKING ALLOWED

You wart to be in the forefront of
technology. You want your chance
at discovery. In short, you
want to create.

So you studied hard,
got the grades, and your
degree is just around the
corner. Now it’s time to think
about directing your career. And
choosing a company where the
magic of engineering won’t fade.
At ISS/Sperry Univac
we’re a leading OEM and
PCM manufacturer of
disk memory systems.
And we’re the major
peripheral division of
Sperry Univac, one of the
largest computer
companies in the world.

Our engineers operate at
the forefront of technology.
They have access to the
most advanced equipment
and the resources of a great
corporation. Yet they work in small, manageable teams where
everyone has an important job to do. They start a project from
scratch, and they finish it. The results are highly visible.
Working in this environment ISS engineers have developed a
long list of industry firsts most recently the ISS 735. the world’s
first fixed media disk drive with a built-in microprocessor.
(your field is electrical .mgineering, mechanical engineering
or computer science, we’d like to explore the magic of engineering with you. See us on campus or write to: College Relations,
ISS/Sperry Univac. 10435 North Tantau Avenue. Cupertino.
CA 95014. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Macfarlane leads hockey team to crown
Step One of a threeevel climb toward possible
iational honors was emthatically completed by
.he SJSU women.s’ field
lockey team Kriday af.ernoon.
The Spartans laid
jairi to the Northern
L’alifornia Athletic Conrerence champinship and
7an their season record to
1-0 by bumping off
ilifornia 3-1 before apaximately 300 fans at
,uth Campus.
With the victory, SJSU
is assured of a spot in the
Western Regionals starting
Friday in Berkeley. Cal,
Stanford and Long Beach
IState are the other
probable participants.
The top two finishers in
that tournament move on
to the nationals in Ellensberg, Wash.
Pommy Macfarlane,
the sparkplug for the
Spartans all season, again
wa s the difference against
a stubborn Cal team, which

fell to 8-2-4 for the season.
Macfarlane slammed
in the first two SJSU goals
to boost her total to 17 for
the season. Mary Balcaur
provided an insurance goal
late in the fray.
The 27-year-old native
of South Africa put the
Spartans on the board at
the 12:17 mark of the first
half, golfing a bullet past
Cal goalie Tern Bonwell
from about 15 yards out
following a scramble in
front of the Bear net.
SJSU couldn’t pad its
cushion before intermission but nonetheless
dominated
first-half
proceedings, gunning 12
shots compared to just
three for the Bears and
amassing
5: 2 4
in
penetration time to Cal’s
2:12.
For the game, SJSU
outshot California 32-6 and
totaled 11:34 in penetration
time while the Bears
managed just 3:42.
Cal equalized on Mary

Belote’s short blast four
minutes into the second
half.
"They
Cali were
definitely turning the
momentum," Walker
noted.
"They were
outhustling us to the ball.

It’s tough to keep up the
attack for 70 minutes. If we
had a weakness today it
was following the ball too
much instead of playing
our positions."
But Macfarlane took
matters into her own hands

HAVE’. A HAIR AFFAIR

at the 14:40 mark, popping
in the decisive goal after
taking a pass off a penalty
corner from Barbara
Dreblow.

minutes later, pouncing on
a loose ball and ramming it
home from point blank
range.

Balcazar
decision less

Cal entered the battle
unbeaten, although twice
tied, in NCAC play.

iced
than

the
five

Tit
4fffiDfj1flI

Waterpolo wins seventh straight,
defeat Santa Clara Broncos, 14-8
By Craig Hammack
Although the SJSU water polo team won its seventh
straight game by topping Santa Clara University 14-8
Saturday niorning at West Valley College, the victory
wasn’t an impressive one.
Lethargy seemed to be the major obstacle for both
teams, although the Spartans’ superior talent won it in the
end.
While SJSU improved its seasonal mark to 8-9, the
Broncos took their 10th loss against 15 wins.
Comparing the two teams’ records can be misleading.
Santa Clara has recorded several wins over junior college
teams, arid edged or lost to teams SJSU has thrashed.
Last weekend, the Spartans defeated the Broncos 14-6
to claim the championship in the Santa Clara Invitational
Tournament.
It was terrible," Spartan coach Mike MacNaMa said

in reference to the sloppy, lackadaisical play of both
teams. There were innumerable bad passes and ball
handling errors in the contest.
A good example came with 2:24 left in the third
quarter and SJSU ahead 8-4. A Bronco player had a wide
open shot on goal, but as he was raising his hand to shoot,
he dropped the ball enabling the Spartans to recover.
We were stagnant and clogging up the middle on our
own team,"Bronco Coach Brad Graham said.
Because the Broncos were clogging the middle on
offense, many times the shooter didn’t have room to
manuever and consequently, had four straight-on shots
blocked by Spartan goalie Dan Kline.
The Spartan offense lacked movement through most
of the game, and seemed to be content to just pass the ball
around in hopes of getting a good shot.
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announcements
PLAN

DENTAL

tUDENT

INFLATION

RECYCLE

and do your part for ecology
Save your aluminum, glass, tin

For
in
NOW!
ENROLL
formation call A S off ice or 371

and newspapers and bring them
to student run Spartan Gardens
Recycling Center at 7th and

Positions available fOr people
looking fOr year round extra

Humbolt

15 to 70 hrs per week All you
need is a good knowledge of
simple math and available to

across from Spartan

Stadium I.

Wed
Sat, 10am nom

6811.
BALLET

New

Euf ’aria

Fall

10am 21,n1

at

Session

School

College age

near

Beg.. Int , Adv Come
see our new studio 1461 Park

work

.Set

your

own

Salaried while learning

hours

ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS 461 S
Bascom Ave. San Jose. CA
298 0625
298 0674
or
95178
STUDENT

Earnings

SPECIAL

1400 1500

monthly. Call Dr. Jim Harper.
CO op Education Program at

DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
I D CARD If we don’t have it.
Be on our
we’ll help you get

Sullivan.

private mailing list for monthly

business
from

techniques.

sales

277 3370,

average

or

Kevin

specials.

Marketing Director at 14081 246
1991.

New

Life,

England

SQUARE
ADULT
DANCING. Come join the fun

YOUNG

7.30 lOpm

Into,

’70 CYCLONE OT Hi Po 429 4 spd .
411 posi, ’nags. crone. Oily.
Holley, Mallory, Hurst, Sun

in

held

usually

the

rebuilt
cond

learn

73’

71’

’74

area. You are not alone so don’t
stay apart. heal! you can be
attend!! All meetings are in the
S.0 Guadalupe Room at Eflorn
105 Creativity Night. Bring your
own poems, prose, music or art.
10 12 Rap Group Relationships.
10 19 David Steward speaker on
Relations

Human

Potluck.

10 26

Commissions.

DATSUN 610. Good Mileage
GLod rond 11.3130 Must sell
Call 238 1107
V W Bug Super Beetle Exc
cony. Must sell Call 238 1187

campus.

Long

truck

TOYOTA
carpeted

shell,

radials,

bed,
boot

racks, CB, stereo AM 8 !rack
cassette, heavy bumpers. 10.
mirrors. 340 miles on rebuilt
engine Asking $7.995 or deal for
’71 240Z Mike, 262 7979.

useful to the gay person who is
just coming out or is new to the

SC.

top end, Photos. Pk,
Moulder Rm 102, Mike

vinyl fop. $2.100 753 3070
Good cond

Africa, Asia, South America.
New Zealand. mainland China.
Skiing in Europe and much

’73

custom coupe
IMPALA 2dr
Vinyl top, power everything
AM

356 8977 eves

more Wed., Nov. 1. the Hyatt
House. 1740 N. 1st St.. San Jose.
For more into, or tree

pleasant

for

FLEXIBLE

Hours,Good
to 50 hr

Pay
LVN’s
Some

RN’s 5/3/hr,

experience required

Call 287

1749

Horizons

for

appt.

New

Nursing Resources, 2775 Park
Ave. Santa Clara

$1,000!!!

Casino

Dining Commons
9pm midnight.

Night

at

November 3,

SJSU SIERRA CLUB Oilers
outdoor activities and people to

THE

DEAR STUDENT, PACULTY AND
STAFF, Your insurance needs
AUTO. HOME,F IRE. HEALTH.
If you are not already with State
Farm. call for an appointment
at my Office Or home and we’ll
setup a time convenient for you

Activities

on campus. your home or my
office Let’s get together and

include hiking, backpacking,
climbing, Parties and cross

give yoll better Coverage for less
MOOT STAR.
money CALL

them

share

country

with

skiing.

Meetings

are

Tuesdays al 7.301,m in the S U
10,31
Room
Guadalupe
Halloween Party. 11/5 Angel
11/11

Island.

Backpacking?

or
18
12/1 3

153 3277 or 446 3649
SEMESTER RIGHT! 76
MOB OD, AM/FM, 11.100 mi.

Sierra

excellent

$1400 firm

Back

Or

(7071

packing. Skyline to sea
Don’t
PILOTS and Student Pilots
get stuck with Hobbs time Fly
wet tech and save BIG money
1975 Cessna ISO’s,
Example

Joan

Call Ron

538 0925,

Santa

Rosa
BED and BCX SPRING, full fire. $IO
ea Bedding SI 3 piece 578 8015
eves

Least expensive way to
gel that coveted pilot license and
fly with the eagles. Largest club

SHREDDED foam rubber. 65 cents
lb 193 2954

in Calif MANY SJSU members
and instructors Call our Reid
Hillview branch for lull into

WANTED TO BUY Dolls I rorn 1960’s
to Antique 371 1363

Gottschalk’s
Don now
Call
Flight Center. 923 4171

FOR SALE ’65 Mustang 769 engine.
Housing and
Cl Bell
$100
Torque Converter. $75 1 We

S13/hr

WHAT IS IT, Find oul 6

MahS, S100

a

or 177 031

MOPED
days

week
at
Medson’s
Mopeds, 67 5 Autumn St 797
9425 South of Downtown Oat
son

Call Todd. 965 9133

’78 YAMAHA XS 750. 7 dr . 9.000
miles, new tires. $1900 Call 745
4719

PLEASURABLE Oral
Builds
Preparation
con. idence and command of

"UNIQUE
E earn

statistical results Call 14151 591

and

Seventh St , San J ose, CA 95197
EOE. Alf irrnalive
Ac
lion/Title IX Employer.

pop.

R

40

and

B

Position involves receiving and
recording requests in dispat

Teresa 354 0150

citing emergency road service
have
good
vehicles.
Must
telephone manner and Willing to
weekends,
nights,
work

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Average
earnings S350b.QO hr
Public
Relations work for non prof it
athletic organization promoting
volleyball team to the Olympics
Call Mike between 1 4 at 249

contact

8211,

ASSOCiatiOn, 80 Saratoga Ave..

holidays.

State

3073"

Begin
81 297

levels

BATMAN’ I don’t associate nor do I
IN
CREEPS
acknowledge
TIGHTS.

bother

Go

up All work accurate and pr001
read IBM Selector 11, KITTY

Al

SJSU

Garza

become

grad

Hdqtrs

mayor
at

16

sonal
color
analysis.
I your
dynamite colors. about 70 colors
per person, out of a set of 5001.
fabric and metal suggestions,
make up colors, personal style
how to use your

Lane.

Suite

177.

Park
Dallas. TX

housekeeping

assist

YOUNG: Well, we Made it
through the night, too bad you
didn’t. Now it’s our turn, "Your

HEY. PAUL, HAPPY Birthday from
the Markham Hall odd wing

For

rent furnished
extra
large
modern 2 bedr 2 bath, S 11th St

ANSI

plicalions
preferred

experience

Happy 19th
you old lady VOW
non carborundurni

MEOW-

Jose. CA 95197 An POE /At
IX
Attion’Title
fIrMalive

TYPE

theses.
term papers,
IBM
manuscripts.

reports,

Selectric, Exp., fast. Joye. 264

EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term paper etc Fast set, 75
centsipo Sheila, 7799175

Student

oRESS
AND
Offset printing
BOOKSTORE

Charter
East from Europe.
Mexico
Hawaii,
to
flights
Hard to find travel
travel.
Luggage maps, back
books

Call

ATLAS

and rubber stamps Gay and
feminist books and records and

pa ks and
TRIP and
Company
Spec ialists

other

travel

aids.

TRAVEL Planning
Travel
Charter
444 E Wilt,em St

110th and Williams sts . down
Togo’s). San Jose. CA
14081297 1613 M F. gain

stereo

from
95117

IF YOU’RE INTO SOUND,
UNIQUE sound Superior design
and craftmanship. All this plus
We
an unlimited warranty
loud
custom
in
specialize

10ant 3Pm

MPM

TRAVEL
ADVENTURE
FREE
Himalayan
PRESENTATION
trekking. overland expedition in
Africa. ASia, South America.
New Zealand. mainland China.

Weaker, for stereo, musical
instruments. and PA. We build
to your specifications within a

IM

MAD!!

Skilful
ore

in Europe and much
Well . Nov 1 the Hyatt
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MR THIS

INEEKEN
BEFORE I
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Life without you is like a
balance sheet without numbers
I hope my loss has proved to be

engine Olt . Rich 7907630

I AM seeking a companion I am
handicapped and have a minor
voice impediment I like music.
Concerts and live 6 biol5 from
campus Brian, 7407300.

fliviemvibEi

DEBBIE at GAMMA PHI The OX
EAR Is still waiting to (PH ARP
VODT 1
I hope to do more than
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Boat The TR 41( id

.

7
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Portrait
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FORTRAN.
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hair removed forever
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university environment
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Correcting Selectric typewriter
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JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
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hats
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TYPING. Thesis, research papers.
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LISA BROXSON: IS it true that
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and
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son. In exchange for free room
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of term papers, etc
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Research
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servers for school in San Jose
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Term
papers
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include full medical insurance,
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THETA CHI I raternity will host an
eller game Party on NOY
Music by "Teaser "
WANT 2 tickets 10 Dylan concert
Name a price Call Al, 277 3463
I

of Ballet, daily. $7
Ballet, Scottish, Modern 7905
Park Ave. Santa Clara 795
$394

ACADEMY

50

I p wanted
WEEKEND FUN,. Earn in 2 days
what most on ins Sal Sun 5100
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SJSU athletes travel far

S.U. Forum keys on tuition
By 1.er G. Sherman
Instead of Fate the
Nation", it was "Face the
Students" last Thursday
afternoon, when Assemblyman John Vasconcellos,
1)-San Jose, guest for the
first Student Union Forum,
an.swered questions from
students and staff concerning tuition for the
CSUC system.
Attorney Lynn Knapp,
challenging
who
is
Vasconcellos for the 23rd
Assembly District seat,
was also invited to participate, but couldn’t attend because of a prior
obligation.
30 -minute
The
program, broadcast live
over campus radio station
KSJS from the Student
Union Guadalupe Room
was attended by approximately 25 people,
including SJSU President
Gail Fullerton.
Vasconcellos

em -

John Vasconcellos
phasized when asked about
tuition for community
colleges, that he hoped that
the state would never get to
that point, but if it were to
occur, its immediate impact would be increased
enrollment for CSUC and
UC campuses.

On the effects of tuition stitutions has been another
on affirmative action accomplishment, he said,
programs he remarked adding that he wants to
that the state would meet with these groups to
probably
institute
a initiate reform
from
program of financial aid to within, rather than relying
insure that women and on state mandates.
ethnic minorities and
ztlicrs hrlped by afWhen questioned about
firmative action would not the feeling of the
be prevented from at- legislature on the subject of
tending college.
tuition, Vasconcellos said
the assembly has been
Steve Wright. former strongly opposed to any
AS. president wanted to tuition, but noted that with
what
ac- elections next week, a
know
complishments Vascon- -different"
assembly
cellos had made as might not be as opposed.
chairman of the Senate
Post -Secondary Education
"I don’t beleive it’s
Committee.
i tuition 1,"
inevitable
Vasconcellos remarked.
"We now have students "It will depend on the
seated on the governing economy and the level of
boards from high school to inflation. It’s really unthe UC level," he com- predictable at this point."
mented. "We have implemented affirmative
the
Following
action programs and in- broadcast, he was asked if
creased student financial there was any difference
aid."
between Brown’s and
Increased cooperation Younger’s view on tuition.
between educational in- Vasconcellos, a Brown

(Continued from Page II
in the Friday Mercury article,
"because of what people might
think."
Livers went on to deny any
conflict of interest between his job
as SJSU track coach and academic
adviser and his teaching position at
I.MCC.
In the Mercury article former
SJSU football player J. J. Johnson is
quoted as saying Livers’ classes
were a good way for credit-shy
athletes to gain the necessary units
to stay eligible. He also stated the
athletes didn’t have to show up in
order to obtain a passing grade.
The registrar told the Daily that
instructors at I.MCC are not
required to take attendance. This is
similar to the SJSU rule that grades
cannot be based on attendance.
Because of this it is very difficult to determine how often, if at
all, students attend class.
"They got guys credit," J. J.
Johnson told the Mercury. "They
enrolled me in the spring of this
year. Practically half the football
team was there.
"I went to the classes about two
times. And there were some guys
who didn’t go at all. I talked to some
of them. They all got their grades
and units from there."
J. J. Johnson quit the football

said the
supporter,
governor has made a
pledge to forestall tuition
during his second term in
office, while he hasn’t
heard Younger make a
similar pledge.
Asked what the consequences might be if
voters elect Democrat
Brown and Republican
Curb for a split ticket.
Vasconcellos simply said.
"It will certainly complicate some things."
This Thursday’s guest
for Student Union Forum
will be newly appointed
San Jose City Councilman,
A
Thomas McEnery.
former member of the San
Jose Planning Commission, McEnery will
on
answer questions
housing and the problem
areas around campus. The
program will be broadcast
live by KSJS from the
Student Union Guadalupe
Room beginning at 4 p.m.

JC attendance

Pros flock to A.J. training program
By Jon Bernal
It looks like students
aren’t the only people
taking classes at SJSU.
For the past eight
years law enforcement
officers, fish and game
agents and armed serhave been
vicemen
flocking to take training
by the
offered
courses
Administration of Justice
Bureau on campus.
"The bureau provides
professional development
programs for law enforcement personnel," said
Emily Elliott, executive
director of the bureau. "It
was set up by the department to stimulate involvement with the community and world at
large."
About 90 percent of the
students in the program
are police officers from
state and city agencies,
according to Elliott. About
students
thousand
a
enrolled last year, she
added.
Classes run yearround, eight hours a day, in
sections lasting from three
days to three weeks. There
are 11 course blocks offered, handling such
material as homicide,
robbery, vice, sexual
assault, and fraudulent
document investigations.
Classes are also held
on hostage negotiation,
internal affair procedures,
and police management.
"There are some
similar training operations
in Long Beach, Humbolt
and Sacramento State,"
Elliott added, "but I
believe we are the only
four-year institution in the
state involved with
homicide, sex assault, vice
and robbery investigation
classes."
Teaching methods in
classes such as hostage
negotiation have been
assembled by a police
psychologist, Elliott said.
One method was
designed to create stress,
she said, by having a
trainee walk backwards
onto a plank suspended
from a ledge several
stories above the ground. A
safety net is below in case
the trainee falls.
Once out on the plank,
the student is given a
problem situation where he
quick
must
make
decisions. That problem
may be a hypothetical
hostage situation, according to Elliott.
Another
teaching

method designed to test a
student’s effectiveness in
tight situations is the
highjack
airplane
simulation. The highjack is
staged on an airborne
plane carrying trainees,
Elliott said.
The purpose of this
excercise is to place the
trainee in a strange
territory, according to
Elliott. The trainee is
responsible for setting up
command posts on the
ground and supervising an
anti-highjack strategy, she
added.
instructors
Course
include a number of
and
adsergeants
ministrators from police
departments in Los
Angeles, San Francisco,
Berkeley, Oakland, San
Jose and San Rafael. Chief
McNamara of the San Jose
police teaches in one of the
management programs.
Most of the classes are
held off campus, Elliott
said, since space is not
the
during
available
semester for full-day class
facilities. "Classrooms"
are set up at the Los Gatos
Lodge, Moffett Field and
the Fire Department
training facility on Montgomery Street in San Jose,
she said.
Officers who take the
class usually are moving
into a position where they
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The bureau’s training
program had to meet

"We’re a non-profit
agency," she added. "All
the money we make from
tuition goes back into the
program."
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"The POST accreditation has done two
things for our program,"
Elliott said. "It lends
credibility to the program

quality guidelines set by
POST before being backed
by the agency, Elliott said.
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Neither Foothill,
City College, West
Valley or De Anza
College in Cupertino
offer a course similar to
the
Conference
Leadership and Interview Technique
business management
class that SJSU
assistant track coach
and academic adviser
Larry Livers teaches at
I.MCC.
LMCC attendance
policy states that both
students and professors
are expected to be both
punctual and in attendance for classes,
according to the ’,MCC
registrar’s office.
Inter-district transfers, students who leave
one district were they
reside to take courses at
a school in another
district, are handled the
same by the four junior
colleges.
At City College, as
at Foothill, De Anza and
West Valley, a student
must show that a course

SAN FRANCISCO

MEChA will hold a
general meeting at 4 p.m.
today in the S.U. Pacheco
Room.
Phi Beta Lambda will
meet at 6 p.m, tomorrow in
the S.U. Guadaloupe
Room. Dr. Gordon Edwards will speak on
"Backpacking in the
Yucatan Pennisula.

TAKING THE

LSAT?
Join thousands of
law school applicants
nationwide in

Amity’s LSAT
Review Seminars
CALL TOLL-FREE FOR
DETAILS AND LOCAL
SCHEDULE INFORMATION
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of All New, Never Before Released,
Live Hendrix! Here’s Jimi like you’ve never
heard him before, with raunchy guitar riffs
and provocative lyrics.
In fact, this album may just shock the hell
out of you, but you’ll love every minute of it!
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Significant need
was defined by the City
College
admissions
office as a student
working closer to a
school in another
district than the City
College district.
If the release is
granted, the school from
which the student is
transferring
pays
tuition to the other
school district, according to the admissions office.
If the student
decides to go to the
other district without
permission, they must
pay an out of district
tuition fee, which varies
from college to college,
but at City College is
charged out at $56 per
unit.

581 ( San Carlos
295-5511

Career Planning and
Placement will present a
program, How To Succeed
On Your First Job, at 2
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.
Asian
American
Studies will present "Asian
Horizons,"
a
radio
broadcast of news, music,
commentaries and a
special presentation of the
"Hanasaki Players," at
5:30 p.m. tomorrow on
KSJS Stereo 91.
Topic
of
Library
Subject Lecture at 2 p.m.
today is History, in the
little staff room, Library
Central 306.
Election
Result
Analysis will be presented
by Pi Sigma Alpha at 11:30
a.m, tomorrow in the S.U.
Umunhum Room. Dr.
Young will cover the
national news, Dr. Gerstonn the state news, and
Dr.
Christensen
will
analyze the local returns.
Victoria Thurman will be
the moderator.
SJSU Women’s Center
will present "Women and
Home" at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. Speaker
will be Charlotte Kellogg.

COMMUNICATIONS
COM MITTEE
4 positions

Recommends to the President, policies and
procedures to guide and facilitate functioning
of office, student and University communications media and protects their
freedom to publish.
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Available on Nutmeg Records & Tapes
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is not offered in the City
College district, or must
show a significant need
in order to be released
from tne district, the
admissions
office
reported.
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POST, the agency in
charge of all police training
in California, accredited
the Bureau’s program
when it first began in 1970.
Elliott said.

"Second of all," she
added. "It provides
reimbursement
for
trainees."

HENDRIX
IJI/E’N DIRTY

SHELLEY’S
STEREO

Most
Major Brands

The state Police Officer’s Standards and
Training program (POST)
reimburses trainees for
tuition, food and transportation costs, according
to Elliott. Tuition for each
class program ranges from
$75 to $205.

judgment on programs.

Attendance policies
at junior colleges in
Santa Clara County are
more stringent than the
Los Medanos Community College rule,
which allows for the
instructors’ individual
discretion.
Foothill College in
Los Altos drops students
who are not present the
first day of class and
will drop a student after
the third absence, according to the college
, admissions office.
San Jose City
College
attendance
procedures call for a
student to be dropped
after the second absence, according to
their registrars office.
West Valley College
also leaves attendance
procedures up to the
individual discretion of
the instructor. If the
student misses three
classes in a row, the
instructor may drop the
student, according to
the admissions office.
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_

Stereo
Components

will have to make
decisions, according to
Elliott.
The
training
classes are mandatory for
those rising to the rank of
lieutenant, she added.

team this year after a long-standing
disagreement with SJSU football
coach Lynn Stiles. Because of this,
according to the Mercury article,
Livers accuses Johnson of trying to
get revenge.
Former SJSU academi,c adviser
Jerry Hannah said Friday that not
only are junior college credits used
to give athletes the required amount
of units to remain eligible but they
are also used to improve grade point
averages.
"The only thing I can say,’
Livers told the Mercury, is that
I’ve been at San Jose State a long
time and demonstrated my .forthrightness, or whatever you want to
call it. I’ve never done anything
wrong and I don’t plan to do
anything wrong in the future."
Fullerton
expressed
her
irritation over the matter.
"People are trying to destroy
our athletic program," Fullerton
said. "I’m just about tired of it."
When asked if she was going to
take action on the situation she
answered:
"I don’t see why I should.
"You have just about snapped
my string on this,"Fullerton added
in a subdued tone, "Are you trying to
destroy our athletic program"
She -would not answer any more
questions.
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